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PROFILE

My BSc and my two MSc helped me to acquire a wide range of knowledge in
different fields of C. S. After graduation, I ‘ve worked for 2 years in Capita where I had
the opportunity to gain experience in C#. I spent a year in Clarksons being a part of a
big development team working in an Agile environment implementing Kanban and
Scrum. Currently, I am part of a small team in a hedge fund in the city of London
solving problems using C# and MS SQL.

SKILLS

Work:

C#

MS-SQL

Html

Css

Universities:

Java

Javascript

Mysql

Bootstrap

PROJECTS

Ion Asset Architecture
Sep 18 Wrote parsers for fetching data from various exchanges, developed Win Forms
and CMD line tools to automate processes. Currently working on a plugin for the
trading engine.
Clarksons
Sep 17 - Sep 18
Digitalize paper documents, make them editable online and print them as PDF
using Css, Html and MS-SQL
Capita FHE
Sep 15 - Sep 17
Wrote a windows app that included SQL scripts to convert the colleges’ database
in order to accept Unicode characters. I, also changed our C# codebase to
comply with the database’s types conversion.
I conducted a usability group at a college to measure the success of our app and
receive feedback. I created the structure of the day, ran the group and analysed
the outcome.
Worked on a greenfield project for implementing the application layer of an
already existing web app because it was using an outdated framework. I chose the
CSS framework and implemented some components of the SPA using Angular 2+
RGU dissertation
June 15 - Aug 15
Implemented a website using Bootstrap, JavaScript and NoSql where the user was
able to join/create a football event and also it was a platform connecting owners
of 5 a side fields with their clients
Nottingham Uni. dissertation
J une 14 - Aug 14
Developed an Android app which used Bluetooth, GPS and web services to store
locations, on the cloud, of nearby Bluetooth devices creating ad hoc networks

EDUCATION

MSc I.T. Oil & Gas
MSc Management of I.T. - Merit
BSc Computer Science (6.6/10)
High School Diploma (19.58/20)

RGU – Aberdeen
Uni. of Nottingham
Uni. of Cyprus
Cyprus

OTHER

Introduction to financial markets – Yale Open Uni.
Served the national Cypriot guard as a sergeant
Co-organized a Pan Cyprian football tournament

INTERESTS

old school football, running, classical antiquity, economic history
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